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Spy Phones

Probably one of the most common requests in the surveillance equipment world is to be able to find out what somebody
is doing on their mobile phone.

Spy Mobile Phone Recording and Tracking
Until about 8 years ago, being able to get access to this type of technology was limited to MI5 and the Police who
sought the assistance of the network providers. Obviously, it isn't all about serious criminal offences that justify such
lengths. Sometimes an employee may want to know what his employees are up to. Are they 'on the take' or selling
company secrets? The way many solve these problems is through mobile phone monitoring and the only serious way to
achieve this is using spy mobile phone software or providing an employee with a Spy Phone with the software preinstalled There are many different types of spy mobile phones available, but what they all have in common is finding out
what is going on when you're not around. We offer a wide range of these products allowing you to choose the model
that best suits your requirements and budget Spy Equipment UK is able to offer a decent range of fully working modern
Nokia, Samsung and Blackberry handsets with the spy mobile phone software pre-installed, giving text forwarding
capability as well as being able to dial into the phone and listen to what is happening on the phone. All functions of the
Spy Phones are controlled from what is known as your Pre-Defined Number meaning only you can access the secret
functions of these spy gadgets Other spy mobile phone units are classified as dead phones in that they cannot be used
as working handsets as such but instead give the impression that they are switched off or 'dead'. Call into this type of
spy phone and the phone will auto answer opening up the sensitive microphone and enabling you to listen into a large
surrounding area. Whatever your requirements, our spy shop will have one to fit your needs and budget.
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Android Spectre Spy Phone Software
Android Spectre is a superb spy phone software
designed for monitoring mobile phones that use the
Android operating system (NOT for iPhone).
Completely discreet and packed with desirable
features it is easy to see why this has become the
preferred choice for our customers.

Product Code: SP3C

£50.00 (exc. VAT)

£60.00 (inc. VAT)

Android Spectre software is often the perfect solution for monitoring
someoneâ&#128;&#153;s daily activity if they have an Android mobile
phone that they carry with them everywhere that they go.
If you are worried about the safety of your child, an elderly relative or
maybe you suspect that one of your employees is using the company
mobile phone for illegal activity, then this spy phone software could be
the answer. Now with added short term purchase options!

Wide Range of Monitoring Features
This software offers more totally discreet monitoring features than our
other spy software applications. You will be sent details and recordings
of all phone calls, text messages (SMS) including message content,
photographs taken by the phone, GPS locations of the phone every 30
minutes or when phone is rebooted (network location if no GPS
available). You will be notified when the phone is switched on or off and
of any new applications downloaded onto the phone. * On top of all this
the software has the ability to capture incoming notifications, photos and
alerts from WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Viber and Skype (these
notifications normally show at the top of the phone screen as a
shortened message when another application is open).

Remote Control On-demand Surveillance
There are certain monitoring features that can be requested on-demand
by SMS. Request to switch on the microphone to record what is going
on around the phone for 5 minutes, request the current GPS location,
get the monitored handset to take a photo using the
â&#128;&#152;Selfieâ&#128;&#153; front facing camera, get a photo
captured by the rear facing camera, remotely turn the WiFi on or force
the mobile data to turn on (this

Features
Superb spy phone software for use
on all handsets using Android
operating
system
(handsets
include Nexus, Motorola Sony,
One Plus One, Most HTC and
Samsung and LG)
Install in less than 5 minutes – very
simple to set up and use
Incoming and outgoing calls – get
call information data (including
phone numbers) and a call
recording
Incoming and outgoing text
messages – get SMS information
(including phone numbers) and the
content of text message
GPS Locations – get a GPS
location every 30 minutes and
when phone is rebooted. Get
approximate ‘Network’ locations
when no GPS is available and
receive a current location map
Incoming notification alerts – Get
incoming
notifications
for
Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger,
Viber and Skype – shortened
version of message shown (only
when app is not being used)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Android Ultra Spy Phone Software
This specialist spy phone software has been
designed for Android phones. Once installed it can
monitor a wider range of phone user activity than any
other spy phone software available. Chosen by
customers who do not want to leave anything to
chance. Now with keyboard input logging!

Product Code: ULT1

£80.00 (exc. VAT)

£96.00 (inc. VAT)

The Android operating system currently holds a 75% share of the
Smartphone market. Because it is so widely used, making a spy phone
software to monitor Smartphones using the Android platform was an
obvious choice. Our Android Ultra Spy Phone Software quite simply is,
without question, the most advanced available (NOT suitable for
iPhones).

Keep an Eye on a Relative - Monitor a
Wayward Employee
After installation on the handset, the phones standard functionality
remains totally unaffected by the spy software programme. It runs
unsighted and works away in the background, sending out an incredible
array of information to a secure web-based monitoring panel. The Ultra
Android spy phone software is an ideal solution for keeping an eye your
children or an elderly relative for their protection and safety. Employers
may have a need to monitor employees suspected of using their
company phone for illegal or inappropriate activity.

Easy to Install - No Special Setup Required
After purchasing the Android spy software package, the customer will
receive instructions and a download link to their email address within 24
hours (except weekends and Bank Holidays). The download link is then
inputted into the browser for the Android phone and the software can be
downloaded and installed in minutes, after which a unique ID code is
shown on the screen of the phone. This information has to be noted and
subsequently emailed to Spy Equipment UK and then the software
licence can be authorised. After the licence has been confirmed, the
customer will have unlimited access to their secure login to the panel 24
hours per day for the licence period.

Features
The ultimate in spy phone software
providing a vast array of monitoring
features with no special technical
ability required to use
Ready to install on wide range of
Android phones such as Samsung
Galaxy series, HTC One series,
Sony Xperia series, LG series,
Nexus series, Motorola, Huawei
and many more
Software application is totally
hidden from app tray (except
Android 10 OS), system or running
apps – almost impossible to
uninstall even if security wipe is
completed
Information gathered of monitored
phone
usage
automatically
forwarded to a Web panel – secure
unlimited access login to view
harvested data
Standard call recording with phone
number, and/or contact name,
duration, date and time of call –
recordings
playable
after
download...

Ch

Please note that more information available online.
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Galaxy S7 Ultra Spy Phone (refurbished)
This Samsung Galaxy S7 is a fully functional
Smartphone that has been installed with specialist spy
phone software that can monitor a wider range of
phone user activity than any other spy phone available.
A high quality grade A reconditioned handset with our
best spy phone software. Now with keyboard input
logging!

Product Code: 7SPY

£470.00 (exc. VAT)

£564.00 (inc. VAT)

The Samsung Galaxy S7 is still quite a desirable handset and this is
why we have retained this Smartphone as one of our spy phone
offerings. Not only is the phone handset desirable, but the spy phone
software we install is, without question, the most advanced available.

Monitor Your Children - Check on Employees
All of the phones standard functionality is retained and unaffected by the
spy software that runs in complete secret in the background on the
phone feeding a comprehensive array of information and data out to a
secure web-based monitoring platform. This spy phone is the perfect
solution for keeping an eye your children for their own protection and
also by giving you reassurance that they are safe. As an employer, it is
also suited to keeping tabs on employees who you suspect use their
company phone for illegal activity. The Samsung Spy phone may also
be considered to safeguard / track an elderly relative for their wellbeing.

Supplied Pre-programmed - No Set Up Needed
The Galaxy S7 spy phone is a high quality grade A reconditioned
handset supplied without a SIM card and is unlocked to all phone
networks and although the person who is given the phone will have to
set up the standard phone functionality to there preferred settings, this
is no different to any standard phone of its type. At the time of purchase
the customer will be required to supply an email address. This
information is used to configure the software on the spy phone prior to
despatch to the customer. This ensures that the spy phone functionality
will be ready to use â&#128;&#152;out-of-the-boxâ&#128;&#153; with
no further setup needed by the customer.

Features
The ultimate spy phone couples a
desirable handset with the most
advanced spy phone software
available
Grade A refurbished Samsung
Galaxy S6 Edge Smartphone –
unlocked in a choice of either
black, gold or white
Spy software already installed and
configured
–
absolutely
no
technical knowledge required – no
downloading or setup needed
Spy phone software application is
totally hidden from app tray,
system or running apps – almost
impossible to install even when
security wipe is completed
Information gathered of spy phone
usage automatically forwarded to a
Web panel – secure unlimited
access login to view harvested
data
Call recording with phone number,
and/or contact name, duration,
date and time of call – recordings
playable through web panel or
downloadable...

Superb Array of Spy Phone features
The S7 Galaxy Ultra

Please note that more information available online.
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Infinity Spy Phone (Tri-band)
This Nokia phone looks like it is switched off, but it
has been modified and can be used as a listening
device. This spy phone model is based on a tri-band
phone, which means it has worldwide deployment
capabilities.

Product Code: INF2

£209.00 (exc. VAT)

£250.80 (inc. VAT)

Spy phones are adapted classic style Nokia phone handsets that have
been modified to turn them into room bugs. They were the first type of
GSM bug and still remain favourites for some of our customers because
they simply look like a phone where the battery has expired or an old
handset that does not function any more.

Spy Phone Adapted to Give Appearance of a
Dead Phone
All standard features on the phone have been switched off through the
software so that the screen does not come on and the buttons do not
light up or respond in any way. The call receive function, however, is still
maintained so that the spy phone is able to receive and auto-answer an
incoming call. When the call is answered, the microphone is switched
on and the caller is able to listen in to the surrounding environment. A
cleverly thought out listening device that masquerades as an old classic
phone!

Enhanced Microphone Sensitivity
Some spy phones use the standard microphone of the handset and as
such the listening radius of the microphone is normally limited. This is
because standard mobile phone microphones are designed to filter out
background noise and only be sensitive enough for someone to speak
directly into the phone. Because the Infinity Spy Phone is not used to
make 'normal' calls, we have enhanced microphone sensitivity and the
result is an audio pick up radius of at least 8 metres - making it a
sophisticated GSM bug.

Features
GSM type listening device made
from adapted mobile phone
No
standard
mobile
phone
capability – screen and buttons
have all been disabled
Auto-answering GSM engine –
enhanced microphone technology
Excellent listening radius of up to 8
metres for normal speech
Tri-band
network
coverage
900/1800/1900MHz – works in
most countries worldwide
5 hours of listening in time and/or 4
days standby time
In original boxed with charger and
Orange or Virgin SIM card
Works on other phone networks
although audio quality is less clear
Optional external microphone for
varied deployment possibilities
(see package options)

Innocuous Short Term Listening Device
The Infinity Spy Phone is the perfect room bug for an office t

Please note that more information available online.
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Infinity Spyphone
This Nokia phone looks like it is switched off, but it
has been modified and can be called without showing
any indication that it is active. This modification means
that the spy phone becomes a room or car bug.

Product Code: INF1

£201.00 (exc. VAT)

£241.20 (inc. VAT)

Spy phones are adapted classic style Nokia phone handsets that have
been modified to turn them into room bugs. They were the first type of
GSM bug and still remain favourites for some of our customers because
they simply look like a phone where the battery has expired or an old
handset that does not function any more

Adapted to Give Appearance of a Dead Phone
All standard features on the phone have been switched off through the
software so that the screen does not come on and the buttons do not
light up or respond in any way. The call receive function, however, is still
maintained so that the spy phone is able to receive and auto-answer an
incoming call. When the call is answered, the microphone is switched
on and the caller is able to listen in to the surrounding environment.

Enhanced Microphone Sensitivity
Some spy phones use the standard microphone of the handset and as
such the listening radius of the microphone is normally limited. This is
because standard mobile phone microphones are designed to filter out
background noise and only be sensitive enough for someone to speak
directly into the phone. Because the Infinity Spy Phone is not used to
make 'normal' calls, we have enhanced microphone sensitivity and the
result is a audio pick up radius of at least 8 metres.

Features
GSM type listening device made
from adapted mobile phone
No
standard
mobile
phone
capability – screen and buttons
have all been disabled
Auto-answering GSM engine –
enhanced microphone technology
Excellent listening radius of up to 8
metres for normal speech
Dual band network coverage
900/1800MHz – works in UK and
most of the EU countries
5 hours of listening in time and/or 4
days standby time
In original boxed with charger and
Orange or Virgin SIM card
Works on other phone networks
although audio quality is less clear
Optional external microphone for
varied deployment possibilities
(see package options)

Innocuous Short Term Listening Device
The Infinity Spy Phone is the perfect room bug for an office type
scenario where the phone could be left on a desk or maybe on top of a
cupboard. In the car it maybe that the spy phone could be left in a back
of seat pocket or under a seat. Whatever the requirement, a four day
standby time and/or a listening time of 5 hours mean that the Infinity
Spy Phone is an excellent tool for short term audio surveilla

Please note that more information available online.
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Nokia 6120 Spy Phone
The 6120 Spy Phone has all the functionality of a
normal handset and will operate as such, but it also
features a range of powerful surveillance tools built in
as standard that allow for monitoring of this phone
remotely.

Product Code: 6PHN

£199.00 (exc. VAT)

£238.80 (inc. VAT)

This Nokia spy phone is set up with pre-installed monitoring software.
All that is required is the entering of the mobile phone number of the
phone that is going to be used to monitor and control this spy phone
before it is given to the person under surveillance.

Get
SMS
Messages
Surroundings

-

Listen-in

to

Phone monitoring software is designed for monitoring your children for
their own protection and reassuring you that they are safe. It is also
suited to keeping tabs on employees who may be using the company
phone for illegal activity or to safeguard / track an elderly relative for
their safety. The spy phone features of this handset will put you back in
control. Get copies of SMS messages, listen-in to what is going on
around
the
phone
(when
not
on
a
call),
listen-in
â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; to calls (Vodafone and Orange
networks), track the phone (based on phone mast proximity) plus a
number of other superb features.

Pre-installed Software - Easy Setup
The spy software functionality is pre-installed and activation to suit your
needs is a matter of send a couple of SMS messages, so getting started
is very easy. The software application is hidden away within the
operating system and therefore is totally covert and absolutely discreet
in operation as well.

Features
Nokia 6120 Phone (Grade A
Refurbished) supplied with spy
phone features pre-installed
Simple to set up out of the box
Control the spy phone remotely
from another mobile handset
Spy application is hidden in phone
operating system and is totally
discreet in operation
Spy Bug – Listen into surrounding
environment of the phone
Spy Text – Sends out copies of all
incoming and outgoing SMS
messages
Spy Alert – Notifies by SMS of call
being made or received by spy
phone
Spy Call – Listen into ‘live’ calls
(requires call conferencing enabled
on the network, which also
normally means a contract)
Spy Boot/SIM – Notifies by SMS
when phone is switched on or if
SIM card is changed
Nokia 6120 phone supplied is
unlocked for any network SIM card

Remote Access From Another Phone
Once activated the surveillance features can be remotely accessed and
controlled by another mobile phone. Commands to control the powerful
spy features are sent to the spy phone by SMS, so there is no
requirement to have regular access to the 6120 handset and no need to
register on an online monitoring platform. Although an older phone, tis
device is still popular due to its cost and simple operation that needs no
in

Please note that more information available online.
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Samsung Galaxy S10 Plus Spy Phone
This Samsung Galaxy S10 Plus is a fully functional
Smartphone that has been installed with specialist spy
phone software that can monitor a wider range of
phone user activity than any other spy phone available.
Chosen by those who demand the best. Now with
keyboard input logging!

Product Code: SP10

£1030.00 (exc. VAT)

£1236.00 (inc.

VAT)

The Samsung Galaxy S10 is the currently the most desirable handset to
own and this is why we have currently chosen this Smartphone as our
top-of-the-range spy phone offering. Not only is the phone handset 'one
to have', but the spy phone software itself is, without question, our most
advanced available.

Monitor Your Children - Check on Employees
All of the phones standard functionality is retained and unaffected by the
spy software that runs in complete secret in the background on the
phone feeding a comprehensive array of information and data out to a
secure web-based monitoring platform. This spy phone is the perfect
solution for keeping an eye your children for their own protection and
also by giving you reassurance that they are safe. As an employer, it is
also suited to keeping tabs on employees who you suspect use their
company phone for illegal activity. The Samsung Spy phone may also
be considered to safeguard / track an elderly relative for their wellbeing.

Supplied Pre-programmed - No Set Up Needed
The Galaxy S10 Plus Spy Phone is supplied without a SIM card and is
unlocked to all phone networks and although the person who is given
the phone will have to set up the standard phone functionality to there
preferred settings, this is no different to any standard phone of its type.
At the time of purchase the customer will be required to supply an email
address. This information is used to configure the software on the spy
phone prior to despatch to the customer. This ensures that the spy
phone functionality will be ready to use â&#128;&#152;out-of-theboxâ&#128;&#153; with no further setup needed by the customer.

Features
The S10 Plus couples a desirable
2019 handset with the most
advanced spy phone software
available
Brand new Samsung Galaxy S10
Plus Smartphone – unlocked in the
colour
black
(white
maybe
available)
Spy software already installed and
configured
–
absolutely
no
technical knowledge required – no
downloading or setup needed
Spy phone software application
appears in app tray as system or
running apps – almost impossible
to uninstall even when security
wipe is completed
Information gathered of spy phone
usage automatically forwarded to a
Web panel – secure unlimited
access login to view harvested
data
Call recording with phone number,
and/or contact name, duration,
date and time of call – recordings
playable through web panel or
downloadable...

Superb Array of Spy Phone features
This Galaxy S10 Plus Spy

Please note that more information available online.
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Samsung Galaxy S10E Spy Phone
This Samsung Galaxy J5 Smartphone has all the
standard functionality of the standard phone unit, but
we have preinstalled our latest spy phone software
offering a massive array of fantastic features for
monitoring activity of the user of the phone. Now with
keyboard input logging!

Product Code: S10E

£765.00 (exc. VAT)

£918.00 (inc. VAT)

This popular Smartphone can be used in a normal manner, retaining all
the functionality of a standard Samsung Galaxy S10E handset, however
it has been programmed to secretly spy on almost everything that the
phone holder does whilst using the handset.

Monitor Your Children - Check on Employees
This type of spy monitoring software is the ideal solution for monitoring
your children for their own protection and giving you reassurance that
they are safe. It is also suited to keeping an eye on employees who may
use the company phone for illegal activity. The software is also perfect
to safeguard / track an elderly relative for their safety.

Supplied Ready to Use - No Setup Required
The Samsung Galaxy S10E is regarded as a premium feel Android
Smartphone marketed at an affordable price. It has a large screen, a
modern look and feel coupled with excellent functionality offered by the
Android operating system. The phone is supplied unlocked for all
networks, ready to use as an everyday phone and pre-programmed with
our latest Android Ultra spy software. At the time of purchase the
customer will need to select from either black or gold coloured
handsets. It should be noted that Spy Equipment UK do not hold a stock
of handsets, so next day shipping is not offered, albeit generally we are
able to ship within 48 to 72 hours. The phone is supplied rooted and preprogrammed with the software so it can be used straight out of the box
with no further set up being required.

Easy to Use Software - Feature Rich

Features
The S10E spy phone couples a
desirable handset with the most
advanced spy phone software
available
Brand new Samsung Galaxy S10E
Smartphone – unlocked in a choice
of either black (other colours
maybe available)
Spy software already installed and
configured
–
absolutely
no
technical knowledge required – no
downloading or setup needed
Spy phone software application is
hidden away in app tray, system or
running apps – almost impossible
to uninstall even when security
wipe is completed
Information gathered of spy phone
usage automatically forwarded to a
Web panel – secure unlimited
access login to view harvested
data
Call recording with phone number,
and/or contact name, duration,
date and time of call – recordings
playable through web panel or
downloadable...

A secure account on the monitoring panel is already set up and ready to
use. The S10E Galaxy spy phone has the most comprehensive range of
spy phone features available. Most information automatically r

Please note that more information available online.
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